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Press Release 

Brussels, September 2021 

ChargeUp Europe welcomes Efacec as its latest member 

 

Extending the strength of the voice of the electric vehicle (EV) charging 

infrastructure industry 

 

ChargeUp Europe, the voice of the EV charging infrastructure industry in Europe, is happy to announce 

Efacec as its new member, the 17th, highlighting the upward trend of the emobility momentum in 

Southern Europe. 

Efacec is a Portuguese energy, engineering, and mobility company, and it is one of the world’s largest and 

leading manufacturers in the fast-charging infrastructure market for electric vehicles. We’re extremely 

happy to welcome Efacec on board as we’re fully aligned on the goal of creating a greener and smarter 

future of transport in Europe by developing and delivering integrated solutions in the fields of energy, 

mobility, and environment. 

Since its launch last year, ChargeUp Europe has now grown to 17 full industry members, two knowledge 

partners, and two ecosystem partners, all working together to accelerate the rollout of EV charging 

infrastructure and enable seamless charging for drivers across the EU.  

Commenting on the announcement, Ângelo Ramalho, Chairman and CEO of Efacec: 

“It is very gratifying to join ChargeUp Europe. We believe that this collaboration is crucial. We are deeply 

committed towards the creation of a sustainable future, and we want to contribute to make electric 

mobility a reality in society and in people's lives, encouraging the decarbonisation of the economy.”   
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ChargeUp Europe Secretariat  
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Efacec Communications Department 
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About ChargeUp Europe  

ChargeUp Europe is the industry association for the electric vehicle (EV) charging infrastructure sector. 

Our association works to accelerate the switch to zero emission mobility and ensure that EV drivers can 
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enjoy a seamless charging experience with access to high quality, readily available charging 

infrastructure across Europe. As of today, our 17 member companies are active in all 27 EU Member 

States, the UK and EFTA, with over 300,000 charging points in the EU. 

 

About Efacec  

Present in the Energy, Mobility and Environment value chain, Efacec continues to act as a supplier of 

integrated EPC (Engineering, Procurement and Construction) solutions and systems and an O&M 

(Operations & Maintenance) service partner and is present in strategic markets such as Europe, the United 

States of America, Latin America, Asia, the Middle East, the Maghreb and Sub-Saharan Africa.  

With a significant growth in the Electric Mobility business unit, Efacec has a strong presence in the 

European and American markets. Efacec was recently distinguished with two Red Dot Design Award, in 

the world's most prestigious design competition, organized by Design Zentrum Nordrhein Westfalen 

(Germany), namely in the Product Design 2021 category for its aesthetic richness, design impact, 

advanced digital functionalities and contribution to reducing the carbon footprint. 

Strategic company for the Energy, Environment and Mobility sectors, exporting around 64% of its 

revenues to the world, Efacec remains as one of the largest national R&D investors. 


